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Chrome Brushed burnishedNatural untreated brushed brass



Memory Tapware

150mm spout with separate hot & cold controls 

AMEM321

190mm counter mounted 275mm counter mounted 360mm counter mounted Wall mounted dual controlCounter mounted 3 holes
Counter mounted spout with sepatate hot & cold 
controls

AMEM315

Progressive basin mixer

AMEM311

Progressive basin mixer

AMEM312

Progressive basin mixer

AMEM313

Basin

AMEM334

Wall mounted progressive 
spout With water flow regulation.

Included single thermostatic control AMEM350

AMEM323

1032mm floor standing spout

200mm spout with separate hot & cold controls 

AMEM322

Wall mounted dual control

150mm RHS spout 

AMEM333

Wall mounted progressiveWall mounted progressive Wall mounted progressive
150mm LHS spout

AMEM331

200mm LHS spout 

AMEM332

A minimum order of 10pcs applies for White, Natural Brass, Polished Brass finishes

10
32

With flow regulation.Temp regulation not 
managed. Included single thermostatic control 
AMEM350

AMEM327

756mm floor standing spout

Bath



Memory Tapware

Temperature and flow control set - 1 
outlet

With single flow regulation control for 1 outlet 
and temperature control with limiter button (max 
38°)

AMEM351

Temperature and flow control set - 2 
outlets

With single flow regulation control for 2 outlets 
and temperature control with limiter button (max 
38°)

AMEM352

Temperature and flow control set - 3 
outlets

With single flow regulation control for 3 
outlets (bath, shower and hand shower) and 
temperature control with limiter button (max 38°)

AMEM353

With single flow regulation control with diverter 
button (for bath spout and hand shower) and 
separate temperature control with limiter button 
(max 38°) *

AMEM343

Includes hand-held shower in matching finish 
and 1500mm hose in grey, black, white or gold 
options.

800mm floor standing mixer
Bath spout with hot & cold controls, separate 
flow diverter and connection for separate hand-
held shower *

AMEM325

Includes hand-held shower in matching finish 
and 1500mm hose in grey or gold options.

 

Shower tap unit
Hand-held shower holder with diverter button 
(for hand-held shower and shower head). Single 
flow regulation control and seperate temperature 
control with limiter button (max 38°) *

AMEM341

Includes hand-held shower in matching finish 
and 1500mm hose in grey or gold options.

Hand-held shower holder with flow diverter 
button and gradual flow control *

AMEM336

Includes hand-held shower in matching finish and 
1500mm hose in grey or gold options.

Progressive tap unit Bath/hand-shower unit

Bath / 
Shower

With single flow regulation control for 1 bath 
outlet and separate temperature control with 
limiter button (max 38°)

AMEM342

Bath tap unit Bath/hand-shower unit
With separate hot & cold controls and hand-held 
shower holder with flow diverter button *

AMEM324

Includes hand-held shower in matching finish 
and 1500mm hose3 in grey, black, white or gold 
options.

Bath cont.

A minimum order of 10pcs applies for White, Natural Brass, Polished Brass finishes



Memory Tapware

Horizontal shower head pipe with 
Ø 300mm shower head
385mm long horizontal 
wall-mounted pipe

MET389NZ pipe + 
MET391NZ shower head

Shower

Vertical shower head pipe with 
Ø 300mm shower head
235mm long brass vertical 
ceiling-mounted support. 

CRUB0757NZS pipe + 
MET391NZS shower head

Vertical shower head pipe with 
Ø 300mm shower head
450mm long brass vertical 
ceiling-mounted support. 

CRUB0758NZ pipe + 
MET391NZS shower head

Nero Marquina (NC) Bianco Carrara (MC)Cristalplant® Biobased (Z)

Accessories insert finishes

Chrome (S) Brushed burnished (BR) Natural untreated 
brushed brass (NR)

(Minimum order of 10 
peices)

Tapware & accessories finishes

Progressive bidet tap

Bidet

AMEM316NZ



AMEM862

AMEM855

AMEM856

Heated towel rack Floor towel holder Clothes hanger

700mm shelf 240mm shelf120mm shelf

Toilet brush Cistern buttonsDouble toilet roll holder
AMEM861

AMEM852AMEM851

AMEM864

To be used with Geberit built in cistern (sigma 8 
and Sigma 12)

ARUB0968

AMEM871

Available in chrome, white or black finishes

Memory Accessories

360mm towel holder 480mm towel holder 600mm towel holder 

Soap holder Toothbrush holder Toilet roll holder 

Mirror
AMEM863 

Available in white or black finishes with or 
without internal LED lighting.

Also available without frame, with a polished 
edge.

Mirror
AMEM865

Available in white or black finishes with or 
without internal LED lighting.

Also available without frame, with a polished 
edge.

Mirror
AMEM866

Available in white or black finishes with or without 
internal LED lighting.

700mm or 900mm diameter.

AMEM857 AMEM858 AMEM859

AMEM854 AMEM860AMEM853


